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1 – Linguistics
Languages provide a range of conventions for expressing our thoughs through verbal communication.

These conventions and their variation are studied in the field of linguistics.



2 – Language Technology

Linguistics + Computer Science → Language Technology:

• spellers

• information extraction

• translation memories

• electronic dictionaries

• speech recognizers

Many applications need grammars.



3 – Language Technology

Linguistics + Computer Science → Language Technology:

• spellers — morphological grammars

• information extraction — surface grammars

• translation memories — alignment grammars

• electronic dictionaries — morphological grammars

• speech recognizers — disambiguation grammars

Many applications need grammars.



4 – Some Grammars

• Prescriptive Grammar — tells you how you should write

• Descriptive Grammar — observations on a language

• Formal Grammar

– gives an abstract definition for a set (Mathematics)

– defines a set of valid expressions (Computer Science)

– machine readable description of a particular language (Language
Technology)



5 – Syntactic Analysis

Syntactic analysis aims at finding out some semantic relations
(compositional structure) among the words in a sentence using only its
structural properties.

that man an apple
det det objpred

ate
subj

This kind of analysis is called a dependency graph. Dependency analysis is
particularly well suited for free word-order languages such as Finnish.



6 – New Representation for Dependency Graphs

The dissertation gives a new representation for dependency trees:

that[ ]man[ ]ate[ an[ ]]apple

equals to

anthat man ate apple



7 – Statements in the Linguistic Grammar

The grammar specifies linguistic conventions according to which certain words
are used. It could say about word ate that it takes two arguments (dependents):

• a subject (on the left)

• an object (on the right)

To obtain the corresponding rule in a computational grammar, we use a
specialized, high-level programming language as follows:

ate ⇒ ]←−−−subject [−−−→object

This kind of assertion is called a context restriction constraint.



8 – What Is Done by the Context Restriction?

Context restriction constraints are used to separate good analyses from bad

analyses.
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9 – Finite-State Based Grammars?

In practice, context restrictions are compiled into a very low-level programming
language, finite-state networks.
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The number of states in the network is finite (> finite-state based grammars).
The number of required states can still be even 10

1000 or more in the whole
grammar. Storing so large finite-state grammars needs compression.



10 – An Important Result
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Finite-state automata work in LINEAR TIME and LOGARITHMIC SPACE according to the size of the

sentence. The dissertation shows that finite-state based grammars are easier than this. This opens new

possibilities.


